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Lamination Plant
Lamination plant is used to apply a
layer of a specific material on the
product to improve their durability and
quality. We are the chief manufacturer
of lamination plant for doing the
process accurately. The lamination
plant we offer are available in various dimension as per the
substance that needs to be laminated. They are provided in best
range of price according to the model selected by the client.
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Lamination Machine
The lamination machine is offered as per the industrial standards to
make them suitable to the industries in global market. These
machines are provided in different variety like extrusion coating,
BOPP rice bag lamination, extrusion tarpaulin lamination, twin die
extrusion coating and double die lamination machine. Each model
is prepared with utter care and precision to give layer of specific
thickness.
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Extrusion Coating Lamination Machine
The extrusion coating lamination
machine is used in number of industries
to execute the processes of extrusion
smoothly and swiftly. They are made
from top grade materials and latest
technology. The extrusion coating
machine is provided in various dimension and develop a later of
varying thickness on the material. They are made in standard
features and even modified as per the need of customer.
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Double Die Lamination Machine
The double die lamination machine
manufactured by us is famous in the
market for the unparalleled quality of the
lamination. They are made to execute the
two different processes one is melting the
die and other is cooling it on the
substance to develop a permanent layer
on the object that is to be coated. The double die lamination
machine has the capacity to deal with two dies at the same time
and perform the process effectively.
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BOPP Rice Bag Lamination Machine
The BOPP rice bag lamination machine
is used in the rice processing industries
where they need to pack the rice in
bags. These machines are made to
develop a uniform layer on the rice bag
that is fabricated from various
materials. The BOPP rice bag lamination
machine coats the bags on both the side with uniform layer of the
substance and increasing the durability, quality and moisture
resistant capacity of the bags.
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Reach Us
Address: Plot 36 & 37 Swagat Industrial Estate,
Opposite Twin Water Tank ,
Ahmedabad – Indore Highway ,
Kuha , Ahmedabad – 382433,
Gujarat, INDIA
E-Mail : info@laminationplant.in
info@leenaextrusion.com

